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Gayle Bird is a jeweller and educator, proudly hailing from 
Cape Breton. She taught herself jewellery design and be-
came a juried member of the Cape Breton Centre for Craft 
and Design in 2007. Her jewellery is sold in stores across 
Nova Scotia. 

She published her first book, Freeform Wire Art Jewelry: 
Techniques for designing with wire, beads, & gems, in the 
spring of 2015, which has been translated into Finnish, Slo-
venian, and Russian. Gayle is also the instructor of the 2016 
5-star Craftsy.com class Organic Wire-Wrapped Pendants.

Gayle’s online video and downloadable tutorials have 
impressed over a million users with her clear, concice, accu-
rate instructions.

With big, bold pieces that are daringly colourful, and small-
er, delicate choices for a subtle brilliance, you’re sure to find 
the exact piece to fit your personality. Gayle is dedicated 
to creating beautiful, distinctive jewellery that anybody can 
wear - and everybody will be talking about!!

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Above: 
The various versions 
of Freeform Wire Art 
Jewelry.

Left: 
The artist’s working 
studio.

Right: 
Various retail dis-
plays featuring the 
artist’s work. 

About the Wire
My wire is a hypo-allergenic, non-tarnish-
ing silver plated wire which has been clear 
coated with a poly-nylon. It is extremely 
strong and very light, and maintains a beau-
tiful shine – no polishing necessary! This also 
means it is safe for sensitive skin.

http://www.freeformwireartjewelry.com
http://www.freeformwireartjewelry.com
http://www.shareasale.com/m-pr.cfm?merchantID=29190&userID=1704631&productID=659995269
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Victoria County Creates, Baddeck, NS

Glass Artisans, Cabot Trail, NS

KDesign Studio, Sydney, NS

The Sydney Odditorium, Sydney, NS

Retail Shows by the artist



THE OLDFANGLED LINE
Steampunk & Rusty Junk
A wild blend of found objects, hand-colored metal, antiqued items, 
new bling, and wire-wrapping, the Oldfangled line puts a glamorous 
twist on rusty junk. For most of the line, the contrast of bright, spar-
kling colours against the matte texture of a metal patina is brought 
together into a cohesive piece using wire. Other items don’t include 
wire, or use a monochromatic metal colour palette instead of the 
bright palette.

MATERIALS: Brass, pewter, rhinestones, enamel paints, found objects, 
metal flowers, non-tarnish fine-silver-plated and vintage-colour wire. 
TYPES: pendants, earrings, pinback brooches 

OPTIONS: 
Colour: Brights or Metals
Earwires: Brass or Copper
Chains:
16” or 18” curb in white; 24” rope chain in white; 
16-18” or 18-20” mesh or serpentine chain in antiqued copper or brass
PRICING: Suggested Retail Price $18.99-78.99, as below

BROOCHES
Pinback assemblage
Small, 1”-2” brooches created with found 
objects, metal filigree, watch parts, and 
non-tarnish wire. Also available without 
wire-wrapping. Choose Brights or Metals.

$18.99 SRP

STATEMENT
Full Necklaces
Large, unpredictable necklaces made of 
belt leather, metals, found objects, polymer 
clay, and wire. Primarily copper and brass 
coloured metals. Heavy, chunky, and made 
to be noticed. Chain length as requested; 
standard is 16” + 2” extender. Hand-forged 
findings. Chunky chain or sari silk necklaces.

$78.99 SRP

SPOONS
Pendants - top or bottom
Collectible teaspoons cut in half and turned 
into pendants by the application of acrylic 
cabochons, reactive paint, and non-tarnish 
silver wire. Availability limited to accessible 
spoon stock.
16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$32.99 SRP

steampunk

& rusty junk
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EARRINGS
Assemblage
Metal filigree backing, hand-painted and assembled with one bit of 
patina, one bit of extra metal, and a flower with a rhinestone centre. 
Colour combinations will vary; a mix of brights & metals is recom-
mended. No wire-wrapping. 
Brass or copper earwires included. 

$24.99 SRP

Mismatched
A set of beads in various bright colourways is chosen for each pair 
of unique earrings. Filigree, found objects, and wire is used to create 
a set of matching-yet-different, asymmetrical earrings. Non-tarnish 
wire is used in various antique tones and work-hardened. Relatively 
delicate. 
Brass or copper earwires included.

$35.99 SRP

PENDANTS
Small assemblage - Brights
Metal filigree backing, hand-painted and assembled with bits of met-
al, patina, and rhinestones. Colour combinations will vary. Non-tarnish 
silver wire-wrapping turns the piece into a small (approx 1”) pendant.
16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$32.99 SRP

Large assemblage - Brights
Metal filigree backing assembled with any number of components - 
metal flowers, polymer clay cabochons, commercial rhinestones of 
varying sizes, new or vintage keys, other found objects such as watch 
parts, vintage pen nibs, etc. Made into a common line via the size 
(approx 2” or 3” diameter, generally round or oval) as well as the 
wire-wrapping that secures the glued components. 
Available in non-tarnish silver or antiqued colours. 
16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$37.99 SRP

Small assemblage - Metals
Solid metal backing with a patina applied and assembled with 
the addition of a brass stamping and a small rhinestone for “bling”. 
Non-tarnish silver wire-wrapping turns the piece into a small, dainty, 
but substantial pendant. Approximately 1.5”.
16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$31.99 SRP



COLOUR & FINISH
Shell, Floral, and Seaweed are all available in one of four finishes, as shown: 
faux ceramic (bright colours), crackle (rustic colours), glossy (any colourway), and matte (any 
colourway). Wood is only available in a matte or gloss finish.

THE IMPRESSED LINE 
Cape Breton Botanics
Handmade molds created from Cape Breton flowers, grasses, sea-
weed, driftwood, shells, and other organic materials are used to 
sculpt polymer clay into jewellery components. Incredibly customiz-
able (just ask!), some products include a piece of Cape Breton beach 
glass embedded into the design. A handpainted colorwash and 
varying finishes make for a unique series. Matching earrings available 
in any style (not shown for each option).

MATERIALS: Polymer clay, beach glass, alcohol inks, coloured chalks, 
non-tarnish fine-silver-plated wire, crystal-clear sealant
TYPES: pendants, earrings

 
OPTIONS: 
    Mold - Shell, Wood, Floral, and Seaweed. 
    Setting - Simple mount, filigree wrap, or wire-wrapping in non-tarnish fine-silver-plate 
    Chains: 16” or 18” curb in white; 24” rope chain in white; 16-18” or 18-20” 
    Colourway: brights, rustic, soft
    Finish: faux ceramic, crackle, glossy, matte

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:
Simple Mount: $34.99  | Wire Wrapping: $36.99 | Filigree Wrap: $38.99
Earrings, Simple mount only: $24.99

faux ceramic (bright)

glossy (bright)

crackle (rustic)

matte (soft)
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Filigree wrap

Filigree wrap

Filigree wrap

Filigree wrap

Filigree wrap

Filigree wrap

Filigree wrap Wire wrap Filigree wrap

Wire wrap Simple Mount

Simple Mount Simple Mount

Simple Mount Simple Mount Earrings

Simple Mount

Simple Mount w/Earrings



THE BESPANGLED LINE
Sparkle & Bling
Shamelessly glitzy and perfectly attractive, these bright baubles are 
made to catch the light and sparkle on the wearer. Silver wire, fire-
polished czech glass, and rhinestones bedeck this line. An affordable 
and popular option for gifts. 

The artist’s colour sense is what drives this classic line, and with the 
wide variety of czech bead colours, there are unlimited colour op-
tions available, from a screamingly beautiful bright series to a simple 
metals-only flash. Specify your colour preference on ordering.

MATERIALS: non-tarnish fine-silver-plated wire, firepolished czech 
glass, rhinestones

TYPES: pendants, rings (Solitaire, Rosette, Faux Channel), earrings

OPTIONS: Colour: Brights, Monochromatic/Analagous, Metals

PRICING: Suggested Retail price $21.99-126.99

RINGS
Sparkly and irresist-
ible, these little rings 
are always a best 
seller. Solid non-tar-
nish wire is used to 
offset varicoloured 
czech glass beads. 

$22.99 SRP

BANGLES
Created using firepolished czech glass beads 
and heavy, non-tarnish silverplated wire, 
these are a funky bangle that work well in a 
two-for deal. 

$26.99 SRP

STATEMENT
Full-sized bling! A focal piece of glass or 
stone, accented with glass beads and a 
custom wire-wrap and decorations. Suitable 
for elegant events. Non-tarnish silver-plated 
wire. 

$126.99 SRP

sparkle

& bling
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PENDANTS
Metals
Constructed with a sparkling cut base metal 
frame, each of the Bespangled metals pen-
dants includes a piece of monochromatic 
“busted bling” - generally, vintage rhine-
stone jewellery components. Finished with a 
non-tarnish silver wire-wrap.
16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$21.99 SRP

SETS
Brights
One pair of earrings plus a pendant created 
using the same colourway and similar styles. 

16”, 18”, or 24” chains and silver-plated ear-
wires included

$45.99 SRP

Brights
Custom colour combinations selected by the 
artist are turned into delicate little pendants. 
Each one is different and features the artist’s 
signature curls and swirls. 
16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$26.99 SRP

EARRINGS
Brights
Custom colour combinations selected by the 
artist are turned into delicate earrings which 
may feature mirrored or slightly asymmetri-
cal designs. Each pair is different and fea-
tures the artist’s signature curls and swvirls. 
Silver-plated earwires included

$29.99 SRP

Mosaic
A geometric frame is created, then filled 
with a mosaic of beads in varying colour-
ways. A cute little pendant with plenty of 
sparkle.

16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$28.99 SRP



THE FIREFORGED LINE
Copper & Silver
Using a torch and hammer to bend, shape, and urge the bare metal 
into a cage for cabochons or beads, the artist has created a series 
based on either a common shape or a common stone. Specify cop-
per or silver-filled on order.

As with all of the available lines, no two pieces are ever exactly 
alike. This line is unique for the distinctive thick-and-thin wires caused 
by hammering, as well as torch-balled wire ends and the antiqued 
finish that darkens the recesses of the design. Part of this line was the 
basis for the artist’s Craftsy.com class as an original design.

MATERIALS: Pure copper or silver-filled 10+ wire antiqued & sealed, 
gemstones or glass beads

TYPES: pendants, rings, earrings

OPTIONS: Pure copper or silver-filled for any design

PRICING: Suggested Retail price $18.99-78.00

PENDANTS
Dagger Necklaces
A distinctive leaf shape distinguishes this pendant. Using freeform techniques to capture 
acrylic or semi-precious gemstone cabochons, the artist builds each piece individually with 
metalsmithing and wirewrapping techniques combined. 

Matching 2mm bead chain included, along with hand-forged hook-and-eye clasps. 

$78.00 SRP
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EARRINGS
Small
Soldered rings with freeform wire decoration.
Each pair is similar but not identical. 

Earwires included. 

$23.99 SRP

PENDANTS
Slab Gemstones
Heavy wire is hammered and coaxed around 
colourful gemstone slabs into curvy designs. 
A solid pendant with a soft glow to the 
metal. 

$35.99 SRP

RINGS
Stacking
A hand-forged ring base is wire-wrapped 
and adorned with tiny gemstone or glass 
beads, with metal beads for accent.

Any size range and assortment is possible.

$18.99 SRP

Shapes
Various ring types - heart, knot, split. With or 
without beads available.

Any size range and assortment is possible.

$19.99 SRP

Large
Soldered rings with freeform wire decora-
tions. Similar but not identical. A good hoop 
substitute.

Earwires included. 

$24.99 SRP



THE MAROONED LINE
Cape Breton Sea Glass
Small nuggets of authentic seaglass, collected from Cape Breton 
beaches by the artist and her family. Each piece is carefully selected 
for quality, cleaned and buffed, then turned into jewellery using cold 
connection wire-wrapping techniques - these are not drilled.

The Story: Cape Breton is in my blood. I love it here and it’s fabulous 
to use materials found on the beaches, which are beautiful, peaceful, 
primal, savage, and soothing. When I feel stressed I go to the beach & 
just breathe the salt air. When I was a little girl we lived at the beach 
all summer. I always loved beachcombing and my mom called me 
eagle-eyed because I could pick out the glimmer of colour and shine 
from afar – of course back then, I was much closer to the ground! 
Some of the beach glass I design with today is from those blissful 
young summer days, in fact.

MATERIALS: real Cape Breton beach glass, non-tarnish fine-silver-plated wire or copper wire 
or silver-filled wire
TYPES: pendants, statement necklaces
OPTIONS: Colour choices vary depending on availability
PRICING: Suggested Retail price $24.99-56.99

STATEMENT
Bib Necklaces
Three to five pieces of medium-sized co-
lour-coordinated beach glass in soft colours 
are woven together in non-tarnish silver-plat-
ed wire. The curls represent the waves of the 
ocean.
A white chain is attached, creating a length 
of 16” or 18” on request. 

$56.99 SRP

Collar Necklaces
Five to seven pieces of small, colour-coordi-
nated beach glass in soft colours are woven 
together in non-tarnish silver-plated wire. The 
curls represent the waves of the ocean.
A white chain is attached, creating a length 
of 16” or 18” on request. 

$52.99 SRP
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PENDANTS
Rare & Fancy
Extra care is taken with the rarer colours of 
beach glass. The artist uses a four-strand 
braid and double wire to create a fanciful 
setting of coils and curls. 

These are available in limited quantity due 
to the random nature of finding beach glass.
Possible colours include lavender, teal, jade, 
yellow, cobalt blue, & red (very rare).

16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$38.99 SRP

Common & Elegant
The most common colours of beach glass in-
clude brown, green, and white. These are set 
carefully in a single-wire cage, with minimal 
lines and decoration for a sleek, affordable 
pendant.  

16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$24.99 SRP

Captured in Copper
Similar to the Fireforged line, these include 
solid copper frames with organic copper 
captures. All encased in circles, each interior 
design is unique to the glass. 

Available in common, rare, and even sea 
marbles as available. 

16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$34.99 SRP

MAROONED cape breton sea glass



THE ENCHANTED LINE
Semi-Precious Gemstones
THE STORY: Ancient legend and modern lore together spell out the 
meanings of these gemstones. Individually, they have a special pow-
er all their own. Combined, they create a talisman which helps you 
focus your intentions and tip situations to your wish.

MATERIALS: semi-precious gemstones, non-tarnish silver-plated wire
TYPES: pendants

STATEMENT OPTIONS: wealth, love, chakra balance, peaceful sleep, 
creativity, strength & protection, meditation, easing grief, spiritual 
growth, positivity & happiness

INDIVIDUAL OPTIONS: Gentle Love Rose Quartz | Clarity Amethyst | Creativity Labradorite | 
Courage Tiger Eye | Protection Carnelian | Relaxation Aquamarine | Passion Garnet | Weight 
Loss Apatite | Abundance Citrine | Angel Connection Seraphinite | Inspiration Tourmaline | 
Luck Jade | Cycles Ocean Jasper | Wisdom Sodalite | Imagination Coral | Harmony Chrysocol-
la | Intuition Fluorite | Compassion Jasper | Birthstones Affordable options

PRICING: Suggested Retail price $27.99-65.99
SPECIAL: On request, can be created with silver-filled 10+ wire at original cost x2

STATEMENT
Focus Pendants
The flagship of this line, these feature either 
a special triple-wire design and large gem-
stone focals, or smaller multi-stone, dou-
ble-wire versions. Specialized cards with the 
story of the stones are included in this line. 
All options shown on facing page. Designs 
vary. Handmade bail and chain included. 

Large: $65.99 SRP Medium: $54.99 SRP

INDIVIDUAL
Small Pendant
A dainty, single-stone pendant that includes 
a card claiming its meaning and the stone 
name. Designs vary.

Birthstone Options
January - Garnet
February - Amethyst
March - Aquamarine
April - Quartz Crystal
May - Apatite
June - Moonstone
July - Carnelian
August - Peridot
September - Iolite
October - Opal
November - Citrine
December - Turquoise

16”, 18”, or 24” chains included

$24.99 SRP
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Wealth
Peridot & citrine

Strength & Protection
Garnet & Amber

Love
Rose Quartz, Pink Tourmaline, 

& Amethyst

Meditation
Labradorite, Quartz, & 

Rainbow Moonstone

Chakra Balance
Kyanite & Quartz

Chakra Balance
Aquamarine, Apatite, & 

Moonstone

Peaceful Sleep
Citrine, Amethyst, & Peridot

Spiritual Growth
Kyanite, Moonstone, & Iolite

Creativity
Carnelian & Labradorite

Positivity & Happiness
Amethyst, Garnet, & Carnelian

ENCHANTED semi-precious gemstones



Oldfangled
Steampunk & Rusty Junk

Marooned
Cape Breton Sea Glass

Bespangled
Sparkle & Bling

Impressed
Cape Breton Botanics in Clay

Fireforged
Copper & Silver

Enchanted
Semi-precious Gemstones

steampunk & rusty junk

cape breton sea glass

sparkle & bling

cape breton botanics in clay

silver & copper

semi-precious gemstones

@GayleBirdDesignswww.gaylebird.com/wholesale


